
What’s new in 
CitectHistorian 4.40
As datasets grow more complex, process 
historians offer an effective way for industrial 
businesses to efficiently leverage real-time  
and historical process data - a critical need for  
optimized decision support. Historian software 
can help businesses leverage their process  
data by providing the ability to collect data from 
various systems and devices and efficiently 
run real-time analytics within sets of historical 
data to uncover intelligence.  
 
As data volumes continue to expand, it is the 
businesses that capitalize on the value of  
data that will be best positioned to improve  
performance beyond their competitors.  
Leveraging data is crucial as it is data-driven 
strategies that will help companies optimize 
their performance and maintain a competitive 
edge. Process historians have the potential to  
revolutionize the way companies do business  
by providing critical insights for timely opera-
tional decisions while also enabling continuous 
improvements across the business.  
 
With the release of CitectHistorian™ 4.40,  
Schneider Electric™ offers a robust and easy- 
to-use process historian that allows you to  
leverage large volumes of plant data across  
your operations in real time. 

This latest release introduces numerous new 
features and developments that deliver major  
usability enhancements and significantly  
reduces engineering time. These updates  
include an exciting and innovative new  
Historian client for Microsoft® Excel®, an  
important addition to CitectHistorian. With a 
dramatically improved user experience, this 
important addition to CitectHistorian will enable 
faster, more intelligent and simplified analysis of 
historian data.

           New Historian client  
          for Microsoft Excel 
While CitectHistorian 4.40 introduces many  
innovative new features, the new client for Microsoft 
Excel - 'Historian Enquire' - is a major advancement. 
Historian Enquire has been developed with an entirely 
new user interface and offers sophisticated reporting 
and analysis functionalities, meaning that maximum 
value can be extracted from data. The client leverages 
the power of Excel by providing the ability to filter, sort 
and pivot data in any format for customized report 
generation. 
 
Using Enquire, you will find it significantly easier  
to perform ad hoc analysis and create everything 
from basic to advanced reports without requiring 
knowledge of SQL technology.  
 
 
Major features: 
>  A brand new elegant and simplified interface 

>  New configuration profiles allow creation of  
    dynamic data requests, for example, by batch 

>  The addition of configurable datasets - enabling  
    the generation of comparison reports, such as shift  
    or week reports

>  Calculated statistical data on each interval  
    including: Average (time weighted), First,  
    Last, Min, Max, Standard Deviation and Variance 

>  The ability to refresh all data or individual datasets 

Benefits at  
a Glance 
> The new client for  
 Microsoft Excel   
 introduces a vastly  
 improved user  
 experience, enabling  
 faster, more detailed  
 yet simplified analysis  
 of Historian data
> Significantly reduced  
 configuration and  
 maintenance
> Improved accuracy  
 and consistency of  
 events and alarms 
> Accessibility to   
 richer information  
 for reporting and  
 data analysis
> Tighter integration  
 with other Schneider  
 Electric products
 

New Features 
in 4.40
> Historian Enquire -  
 a new, innovative  
 and simplified  
 Historian client for  
 Microsoft Excel
> Ability to  
 automatically  
 configure  
 CitectHistorian,  
 enabling  
 synchronization of  
 any hierarchical data  
 previously entered in  
  CitectSCADA™, the  
 SCADA component  
 of Schneider Electric’s  
 automation solution
>  Integration with other  
 Schneider Electric  
 products through  
 EcoStruxure™ Web  
 Services (EWS)
> Timestamps for  
 real-time data now  
 retrieved directly  
 from CitectSCADA
> Historization of  
 trends allows  
 CitectHistorian to 
 take advantage of  
 calculated  
 expressions 
> A softkey licensing  
 option is now  
 available, eliminating  
 the need for the  
 installation of 
 physical dongles
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        CitectSCADA integration 

In 4.40 configuring CitectHistorian is significantly faster. It is now 
possible to import and synchronize configured hierarchical data 
configured in CitectSCADA. When configuring CitectSCADA 7.30, 
tags, alarms and trends can be set to be automatically configured, 
historizing and publishing tags and alarms during the next import.  
The simplification of this process will reduce the configuration time 
required to get up and running with Historian. 
 
For additional control, filtering options have also been included when 
importing configuration from CitectSCADA, for example, by specific 
areas of their hierarchy or cluster. This facilitates the configuration 
of data sources containing subsets of a system with different poll 
rates. When Automatic Configuration is run, a report of the changes 
that will be reflected in the historian will be displayed.  
 
An ongoing benefit of Automatic Configuration is the ability to  
keep the historian up-to-date with any changes to tags and  
devices connected to CitectSCADA. The Import Schema can now 
be completed without intervention, through a new programmatic 
interface, allowing the CitectHistorian configuration to be fully 
automated and synchronized with changes in CitectSCADA. 
 
Automatic configuration with CitectHistorian 4.40 is compatible  
with CitectSCADA 7.30 only. 

         EcoStruxure Web Services (EWS) 
CitectHistorian can now be integrated more easily with other 
Schneider Electric products through the EcoStruxure Web Services 
(EWS). Other applications, including the new Historian client for 
Microsoft Excel, can now access Historian data through an open 
and transparent web service. As EWS grows to form the backbone 
of the Schneider Electric Service Oriented Architecture, businesses 
will see the benefits in a range of Schneider Electric applications that 
can leverage repositories of historical data.

            Richer meta data for reporting 
The set of meta data available in CitectHistorian has now been 
broadened to include: 

>  The Equipment Hierarchy - The Equipment Hierarchy in 
CitectSCADA is now also used to automatically configure the 
historian and published hierarchy in CitectHistorian. This allows 
for changes to CitectSCADA to be easily synchronized with the 
historian, keeping the historian up-to-date with all of the latest 
changes to your process. Reports can now be generated in less 
time and with better presentation of data.

>  Tag Item - With the addition of Tag Item, CitectHistorian now 
provides access to the richness of human readable tag names for 
presentation in reports.

>  The addition of Custom Fields - Custom Fields are typically 
used in CitectSCADA as meta data for reporting purposes. Now 
that the meta data is being stored in CitectHistorian, reports can be 
much more easily generated using filters on these fields instead of 
selecting individual tags.  

             Time stamping from the source 
Schneider Electric provides a fully integrated system for time 
stamping from the source. With millisecond accuracy, the time 
stamp information flows simply from the process controller via OFS 
up to CitectSCADA.  
 
In CitectHistorian 4.40, time stamps for real-time data are no longer 
sourced from the Historian polling engine. Rather, they are retrieved 
directly from CitectSCADA. This simplifies time synchronization 
requirements between servers, and also simplifies analysis when 
investigating and troubleshooting system events and alarms as the 
time stamp is accurate and consistent throughout the entire system.

Trial run our Historian software in Demo Mode for 60 minutes with any number 
of tags.  Alternatively you can configure and run up to 100 tags and 100 alarms 
at no cost with our Mini-Historian.
Additionally, try our new Historian Enquire client for Microsoft Excel, with our
specially prepared public server.
Contact your Schneider Electric representative for  further details.
Please note a full license is required for backfilling capability, and client access licenses are required for client access.

Enjoy a free demo of our Historian software!
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